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President’s Message
Greetings to everyone! I hope everyone had a great
Labor Day weekend. The unofficial end of summer
was a little wet for the Central Florida area this year.
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President’s Message (Continued from Previous Page)
At our September Meeting, Mike Beers, KA9ZRZ will be doing a presentation on Ham
Radio Hotspots. Do you have an interest in getting a Hotspot? Have one need help
with? Come to the September meeting to have your questions answered.
At our October Meeting, Tim Duffy, K3LR will be doing a presentation on the WRTC in
Germany this year.
OARC will be assisting with JOTA this year near Paisley. This is the third weekend of
October and we are looking for volunteers. We’ll set up a station with other clubs to
assist with this. I’ll be sending more info in a separate email.
Christmas Party tickets will go on sale at the September meeting. This year’s tickets
will be $10.00ea for members and a guest. Tickets will only be available at the
September, October, & November meetings. Or you can send a check with a SASE in
to our PO Box. We will be collecting Toys 4 Tots again this year for Orlando’s under
privilege children. Please bring a small unwrapped toy. We will also accept desserts
for our dessert tables at the dinner. Please coordinate these with Ana.

John Knott
HamCation℠ Chairman Column
(Michael Cauley, W4MCA)

Greetings Everyone
We had a Booth at the Huntsville Hamfest in August to promote HamCation. We
talked to lots of people about HamCation.
Our online reservation system is live, and we are taking in orders already for
HamCation 2019.
Our latest HamCation Committee meeting just finished up this past weekend. Lots of
new things are coming for HamCation 2019. This year we will have a dedicated
Volunteer Kitchen which will be in the Social Hall. This Area will be for volunteers
only. The Vendor Kitchens in the North Hall and West Hall will be for Vendors only.
I know what you are thinking, what is happening with testing they will be moving to
Classroom 1 at the Children’s Safety Village For all 3 test sessions.
Also, I would like to announce that Orlando HamCation has signed a 5-year deal with
the Central Florida Fairgrounds. This will be HamCation’s home till at least 2023.
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I am looking for a Marketing and Advertising Chairman. This person needs to be
familiar with Marketing and Advertising. They will need to find ways for HamCation to
advertise the show and find ways to market us in the ham community.
The next position I need is a Co-Chair to work with David Virden in logistics. You will
help with picking up our equipment and supplies and delivering them to each
Chairman at HamCation. Then during the show moving equipment and supplies as
needed. Then after the show loading everything back up and returning it to storage.
More new things are coming for HamCation 2019. Further details coming soon.
Michael Cauley
2019 HamCation General Chairman

Parity Act Options Open Despite Removal
from Defense Authorization Act Conference
Report
(Source: The ARRL Letter for July 26, 2018)

ARRL Hudson Division Director and ad hoc Legislative Advocacy Committee Chair Mike
Lisenco, N2YBB, said this week's removal of Amateur Radio Parity Act (HR 555)
language from the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) Conference Report was
unfortunate, but does not kill the initiative. The Parity Act would ask the FCC to grant
radio amateurs living in deed-restricted communities the right to install effective
outdoor antennas. Lisenco said that while the language was removed from the final
NDAA Conference Report, other viable options remain
to see the Parity Act succeed.
"We were disappointed the Parity language didn't
survive the conference process, but we do have other
House-passed legislative vehicles that contain the
language, including the Financial Services & General
Government Appropriations bill, which funds the FCC,"
Lisenco said.
"We have always known that getting this legislation
across the finish line was going to take a lot of effort,"
Lisenco said. "The legislative process is sometimes
frustrating for ARRL members, but there is a way that
our membership can be directly involved," Lisenco
explained. "By contacting your Representative and
Senators and telling them you want their support for the Amateur Radio Parity Act,
you can help lend thousands of voices to echo the work of the ad hoc Legislative
Advocacy Committee on Capitol Hill."
"It's not unusual for legislation to stall in Congress. To remove the logjam, we need
our elected representatives in both chambers to know how much of a priority this bill
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is for our avocation," Lisenco explained. "The continued active support of ARRL
members is critical in order to do that."
Lisenco said that Senator Bill Nelson (D-FL) has been the lead obstructionist during
several stages of efforts to enact the Amateur Radio Parity Act, which has passed the
US House of Representatives four times. Lisenco added that that Nelson's opposition
makes no sense, as Florida desperately needs effective Amateur Radio disaster
communications during hurricanes, and hurricane season is rapidly approaching.
ARRL General Counsel Chris Imlay, W3KD, said the House-passed version of the
NDAA included the Parity Act language, but the Senate bill did not, and a HouseSenate conference committee had to resolve a variety of differences in the two
passed bills. He said the Senate Armed Services Committee Ranking Member was one
of the "Big Four" who would have had to agree to keep the Parity Act in the final
NDAA Conference Report, but unfortunately, he deferred to Nelson on the matter;
without Senator Nelson's opposition to the bill, it would have passed Congress long
ago.
Imlay has assured ARRL members that the Parity Act would be
beneficial to the many thousands of amateurs now living in
deed-restricted communities, as it would allow those hams to
erect effective outdoor antennas notwithstanding the
preclusive language of covenants or homeowner association
(HOA) regulations.
"That is the principal benefit of this legislation," he said. "As I
see it, without the Parity Act, Amateur Radio will, over a
relatively short period of time, face death by a thousand cuts,
as more and more communities are subject to private land use
regulations that prohibit antennas entirely."
Lisenco said it was important to keep the legislative efforts in
context. "A decade ago, our bill was being introduced every 2
years and gathering less than 2 dozen cosponsors before being forgotten and tossed
in the heap. Since we've created the ad hoc Legislative Advocacy Committee, we have
seen the bill pass the House of Representatives four times in less than 2 years and
come within a hair of the President's desk," Lisenco continued. "Momentum is clearly
on our side, and the wind is at our backs. We need our membership's active
engagement to provide that final push to propel the Parity Act across the finish line."

Collegiate QSO Party to Debut in September
(Source: The ARRL Letter for August 9, 2018)

ARRL's Collegiate Amateur Radio Initiative (CARI) will sponsor the first Collegiate QSO
Party in mid-September, just as the fall semester gets under way. The new operating
event is part of the larger effort to promote a renaissance of Amateur Radio clubs on
college and university campuses.
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"Discussion of this sort of event has come up in multiple forums at hamfests," the
Milluzzi brothers -- Andy, KK4LWR, and Tony, KD8RTT -told ARRL. "It gained more interest in the last couple of
years and was a hot topic of debate at the ARRL
Collegiate Amateur Radio Initiative Forum at
Hamvention® this past May. The rules were formulated
by current students, faculty, and alumni of collegiate
clubs. We are excited to see things materialize and are
happy to help organize the event."
The inaugural Collegiate QSO Party will begin on
Saturday, September 15, at 0000 UTC and continue until
Sunday, September 16, at 2359 UTC. Using phone, CW,
or digital modes, participants will exchange call sign,
college/university name, or abbreviation and mascot,
and operating class
"Existing contests are great for club activity, but there is a critical need to get
collegiate stations on the air early in the semester and drum up attention," Andy
Milluzzi said. He said the ARRL School Club Roundup (SCR) has been popular with
college students, but it's later in the semester, when
college students are more deeply involved with their
studies. The Society of Midwest Contesters also
created the North American Collegiate Championship
in conjunction with the North American QSO Party
(NAQP) SSB event. Andy Milluzzi said the Collegiate
QSO Party hopes to capitalize on the success of both
events.
In a nutshell, the concept is an Amateur Radio
operating event that focuses on collegiate Amateur
Radio, with the goal of promoting student activity,
Andy Miluzzi, KK4LWR, speaks at
alumni engagement, and community awareness. The
the CARI Forum at Orlando
contest is open to all radio amateurs, including
HamCation 2018. [Bob
Inderbitzen, NQ1R, photo]
school clubs from around the world, the Milluzzis
said. There is no explicit bonus for DX and no USspecific awards. Points may be earned by individuals, clubs, and collegiate stations.
New hams are welcome and collegiate clubs are encouraged to accommodate
newcomers.

Tower Deconstruction for
K4ELJ, SK and N4JCV, SK
(James Deuel, N0XIA)

It seems like this has been a period where help is being called out to remove towers
from locations where hams have become SKs and new owners have reached out to
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the OARC. My years of being a ham radio operator, I have climbed towers, but have
never tried to take one down until now.
Tower #1
The first call was from new owners of a home in Orlando
where Elmer Hornaday, K4ELJ, had passed away leaving
everything to be disposed of. If you take a look at QRZ
(https://www.qrz.com/db/K4ELJ), he was an interesting
read.
I did not know Elmer. I even asked Bruce, WR4B, who used
to work at AES and he could not recall ever meeting K4ELJ
at the store. Bruce worked at AES for decades. The new
owner wanted the tower down and so Bruce and I did take it
down Friday on July 12th. The tower is a free standing
aluminum, model #4-40 built by Universal Towers. You can
read about the model at:
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/376c20_8b0fe5aafb6d4f579
89d4d3ef4371b1b.pdf
Because there was only two of us to take the tower down,
none of us had time to take pictures. We quickly discovered
how difficult that was going to be. It took two hours to
remove the top 10 foot section, discovered it was next to
impossible to remove the rest, so it was unbolted at the
Tower #1
base and carefully dropped the remaining 30 feet at an angle
to the ground. It was still difficult to separate the sections even on the ground, but it
got done.
Tower #2
Jacques Voisin, N4JCV was a SK a few years back where Orange County ARES had
disposed of most of his radio equipment already. What was left was his tower to be
taken down. Keith Boyer, N4TRN reached out to me and Paul Kronenwetter, N2KIQ to
help. The three of us had already removed the antennas a few months back. Having
learned from the first tower, I ordered a “Yellow Jack” tool that is designed for
separating tower sections and doing the reverse. It also happens that the OARC also
has one and a “Gin Pole” to lift and drop each section. Keith brought those to do the
job. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJqEfPNMfG0

Yellow Jack

Gin Pole
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Removing First Rotor

Gin Pole in Position
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Unbolting Top Section

Two Yellow Jacks to Free
Top Section

20 feet to go and Still Need
Two Yellow Jacks

Last Two Sections
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The tower is finally down
Sorry there are no pictures of the Gin Pole in action dropping each section of tower.
All hands were on deck so no one was able to take pictures. The gentleman standing
in the last picture on the left in a dark blue shirt lives across the street. He came over
to watch. He knew Jacques, N4JCV, and is a ham himself. He is Alan Porterfield,
KR4UU. He is a sales representative for Rohn Tower. Of course he was interested in
what we were doing! And yet, no one got his picture.
Our thanks to:

Bruce, WR4B –
Ground Support,
Tower Transportation
and Photographer

Keith Boyer, N4TRN –
Ground Support and
Foreman
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Paul, N2KIQ –
the Man on Top of it
All

Significant Changes in Store for FT8 and
MSK144 with WSJT-X Version 2.0
(Source: The ARRL Letter for July 26, 2018)

WSJT-X co-developer Joe Taylor, K1JT, has announced that major changes are
coming to the FT8 and MSK144 digital protocols when WSJT-X version 2.0 arrives in a
few months. Taylor said version 2.0 should be ready by January.
"Much of the necessary programming is finished," Taylor said in a post to the Packrats
reflector. "Many of the new features have been tested on the air, and we find them to
work well."
Taylor was quick to point out that the new capabilities are not
yet publicly available, not even in beta form. He said that he,
Steve Franke, K9AN, and Bill Somerville, G4WJS, have been
developing "enhanced versions of the MSK144 and FT8
protocols that extend the message payload to 77 bits."
"Don't rush to download something," he cautioned. "There is
more testing and code optimization to do." He said current
plans call for a beta-testing period "probably starting in midto-late September," with a full release "possible a couple of
months later."
Taylor ticked off a few possibilities WSJT-X version 2.0 will bring to the table:
•

ARRL Field Day operation with standard Field Day exchanges.

•

ARRL RTTY Roundup operation with standard contest exchanges.

•

North American VHF contest operation with full support of grid exchanges and
rover (/R) call signs.

•

European VHF contest operation with the exchange of six-digit grids, QSO serial
numbers, and portable (/P) call signs.

•

Better and more user-friendly support for compound and nonstandard call signs.

•

A special "telemetry" message format for exchanging arbitrary information up to
71 bits.

•

Support for the existing "FT8 DXpedition Mode," with a more powerful
DXpedition Mode possible too.

"All of these features work seamlessly and automatically," Taylor said. "No 'contest
mode' checkboxes are needed. In most situations, decoding sensitivity will be slightly
better than at present for FT8; for MSK144 it will sometimes be about 0.5 dB worse.
Occupied bandwidths will be the same as they are now, and false-decode rates will be
significantly lower."
Taylor said WSJT-X version 2.0 will be available in time for users to digest the new
documentation and to practice using the software before actually using it on the air,
but he offered one important caveat. "The new protocols cannot be backward
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compatible with the existing ones," he said in his post. "We will probably provide
some temporary 'bilingual' capability for FT8, but not for MSK144. It will be essential
for users to upgrade to version 2.0 in order to use the new features and communicate
with others who have made the upgrade."
Taylor promised "plenty of advance notice" about the transition period and a mustupgrade-by date.

Ducie Island VP6D Team Awaiting its Turn at
Baker Island KH1/KH7Z Radios
(Source: The ARRL Letter for July 26, 2018)

Operators on the upcoming VP6D Ducie Island DXpedition, set for October 20 November 3, are looking forward to their turn at the Elecraft radio equipment used by
the KH1/KH7Z Baker Island team during its just-ended DXpedition. In a recent news
release, the VP6D team reported that its plans to activate Ducie Island this fall are on
schedule, and the Baker Island radio gear has been returned to Elecraft for
inspection, testing, and refurbishing. Members of the VP6D team will travel to
California in early August to get the gear ready for shipment to New Zealand. Team
member Jacky Calvo, ZL3CW, will then transfer the shipment to the M/V Braveheart,
which will carry the VP6D team from New Zealand to its operating destination. Nigel
Jolly, K6NRJ, is the captain of the Braveheart.
The VP6D team said it is planning to use FT8 as part of
its mode mix on Ducie. "There's no question that the
Baker team had considerable success with FT8," the
VP6D release said. "However, a large percentage of
the callers weren't prepared for the challenges of this
new mode. We ask everyone to please read the FT8
DXpedition Mode User Guide. It will be in everyone's
best interest if callers use the most recent software
version, correctly configure their equipment, call VP6D
above 1,000 Hz, and call in the correct sequence."
The VP6D DXpedition intends to use Twitter and
Facebook to update the DX community on its progress
through regular updates. Seven operating positions
are planned for 160 - 10 meters, SSB/CW/digital, including FT8.
While on Ducie Island, DXpedition team members will undertake some non-radio
related activities. They will collect soil and plant specimens for study by the National
Antarctic Scientific Centre of Ukraine to use in their climate change research. The
Pitcairn Island government has issued a permit for the specimens to be collected and
removed from the island, the news release said.
An uninhabited atoll, Ducie Island is a British Overseas Territory in the Pitcairn Islands
in the South Pacific. The last Ducie Island DXpedition was VP6DX in 2008. Ducie is
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currently the 21st most-wanted DXCC entity, according to Club Log. It's believed that
this would be the fourth DXpedition to Ducie.
Sponsored by the Perseverance DX Group (PDXG), the VP6D Ducie Island DXpedition
welcomes support from individuals or clubs. Direct questions to Team Ducie.

ARRL Board Adopts Volunteer Monitoring
Program; Official Observer Program to be
Retired
(Source: The ARRL Letter for August 2, 2018)

The ARRL Board of Directors has adopted the recommendations of the Official
Observer Program Study Committee, which would retire the venerable Official
Observer (OO) Program and institute the Volunteer Monitoring (VM) Program. The
Board took the action at its July 20 - 21 meeting in Windsor, Connecticut, instructing
that the transition "be implemented as soon as practicable." Under the terms of the
new program, current Official Observers will be invited to apply for appointment as
Volunteer Monitors. The Board expressed its appreciation for the OOs and their
dedicated volunteer service over the years.
The Board said the action is expected to re-energize
enforcement efforts in the Amateur Radio bands and
was undertaken at the request of the FCC in the
wake of several FCC regional office closures and a
reduction in field staff. Coordination of cases and
evidence gathering would become the responsibility
of ARRL Headquarters staff, while the FCC will retain
the responsibility for final decisions regarding action
in specific cases.
The study committee report spelled out the additional ARRL President Rick
steps necessary to launch the Volunteer Monitoring
Roderick, K5UR (left), who
Program. Among them would be the appointment of
moderated the Board
a dedicated Headquarters staff member or an
meeting, and ARRL CEO
independent contractor working under the direction
Barry Shelley, N1VXY.
of ARRL Headquarters to administer the new program [Steve Ford, WB8IMY,
and interface with its participants. The Volunteer
photo]
Monitoring Program administrator would, among
other duties, create a vetting and accreditation
process for prospective Volunteer Monitors. The authority to accredit, appoint, and
dismiss Volunteer Monitors would be assigned to ARRL Headquarters staff. Section
Managers will continue to be a part of the vetting process for VMs, although they will
not have appointment or dismissal authority.
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Volunteer Monitor accreditation would be limited to a 3year term, renewable by satisfying requirements
necessary to ensure competency. A new Volunteer
Monitoring Training Manual is in the final stages of
development.
The administrator will create a target for the number of
geographically distributed Volunteer Monitors. Preliminary
plans would include up to five Volunteer Monitors per
ARRL Section and up to 250 Volunteer Monitors overall.

ARRL Chief Financial
Officer Diane
Middleton, W2DLM
(top), and General
Counsel Chris Imlay,
W3KD, at the July
ARRL Board Meeting.
[Steve Ford, WB8IMY,
photo]

The administrator would also "develop a rubric or other
aid for program participants to highlight offenses and
other criteria that the FCC considers a priority," the
motion said. The administrator also would be charged with
organizing periodic webinars, highlighting technologies,
techniques, and other continuing education topics that
would assist, motivate, and better enable Volunteer
Monitors. The FCC will be actively involved in the
development and presentation of these training
opportunities.

The new Volunteer Monitor Program would continue to
send notices recognizing good on-the-air operating
practice. Under the new program, positive or negative operator notices eventually
would be sent from ARRL Headquarters, not by individual Volunteer Monitors, in part
to maintain their anonymity.
The action further authorized ARRL President Rick Roderick, K5UR, to terminate the
standing Amended Agreement between ARRL and the FCC Field Bureau regarding the
use of amateur volunteers and execute a new Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
between ARRL and the FCC Enforcement Bureau. The MOU is under final review.

Concern Rising within Amateur Radio
Community over WWV Shutdown Proposal
(Source: The ARRL Letter of August 22, 2018)

ARRL members and Amateur Radio clubs are expressing increased concern over the
inclusion of WWV and WWVH on a list of proposed cuts in the White House's National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Fiscal Year 2019 budget request. The
proposed cuts, which only recently came to light, would also include the Atomic Clock
signal from WWVB. Online petitions soliciting signatures include one established by
Tom Kelly II, W7NSS, of Portland, Oregon, who would like to see funding for the
stations maintained. The decision is up to Congress.
"It is important to note that no changes to NIST services have occurred, and if the
proposal were to be implemented, public notice would be provided," NIST said this
week.
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ARRL is suggesting that members of the Amateur
Radio community who value the stations for their
precise time and frequency signals and other
information sign the petition and/or contact their
members of Congress promptly, explaining how the
stations are important to them, beyond government
and military use. WWV is among the oldest radio
stations in the US and has broadcast the official time for nearly a century.
According to the NIST Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 budget request, the specific cut would
come from the NIST Fundamental Measurement, Quantum Science, and Measurement
Dissemination budget and would amount to $6.3 million.
"NIST has a long-standing history of providing time and frequency services through
our radio stations and we appreciate that many people use these services," NIST said
in a statement. "WWV is the longest continuously
operating radio service in the US. At the same time, the
proposed NIST budget for FY 2019 required difficult
choices about budget priorities."
NIST said that it plans to eliminate "efforts that have
been replaced by newer technologies, measurement
science research that lies outside NIST's core mission
space, and programs that can no longer be supported
due to facility deterioration."
WWV and WWVH broadcast 24/7. Announcements
include time announcements, standard time intervals,
The WWV campus in
standard frequencies, UT1 time corrections, a BCD time
Fort Collins, Colorado.
code, geophysical alerts, and marine storm warnings.
Transmissions are broadcast from separate transmitters on 5, 10, 15, and 20 MHz. An
experimental 25 MHz signal is also currently on the air. WWVB transmits standard
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) signals on 60 kHz to appropriately equipped
devices.

WORD TO THE WISE
(Source: The ARRL Contest Update for July 25, 2018)

Receiver Desensing
Desensing is the overloading of receivers by very strong signals on frequencies near
to the desired receiving frequencies, limiting or preventing reception on the desired
frequency. This can be an acute problem when a receiver is used close to broadcast
television, AM/FM, or commercial transmitters, as might be the case during roving
operations from hills or summits. Usually, the stronger the field strength of the
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interfering signal, the farther away the interfering signal can be in frequency and still
have an effect.
(Source: The ARRL Contest Update for August 8, 2018)

Zero Beat
A recent edition of ARRL The Doctor is In podcast discusses Zero Beat. The Zero Beat
term originated from the time when receivers and transmitters were separate and the
receiver frequency was brought to the same frequency as the transmitter by listening
to carrier signals at the two frequencies simultaneously. As the frequencies become
closer and closer together, the difference frequency can be first heard as a tone, but
as they become nearly identical, a difference of a few cycles per minute is heard as
more of a varying in loudness of one of the signals, eventually a thump, or beat.
Hearing no beat indicates that the frequencies are identical.
With today's frequency stable transceivers tunable with sub-Hertz accuracy in some
cases, zero beat can also be used to indicate the act of tuning exactly to a frequency
of another station, perhaps as the result of clicking on a spot in a logger band map.
During a contest, you might NOT want to be zero-beat with the spot frequency of a
multiplier you need, since others may be calling at the same time. You'd like your
signal to stand out.

OPERATING TIP
(Source: The ARRL Contest Update for July 25, 2018)

Core Strength
A lack of core strength can cause your body to want to slouch at the operating
position. Slouching at the operating position is bad for your back, shoulders, and
neck, and causes pain. Pain can hinder your operating enjoyment and limit your
operating time. Too much pain, and your body will start to compensate by trying to
use other muscles to sit in other bad positions -- which can cause other parts of your
body to have pain. Avoid entering this vicious cycle by keeping your core strong.
While there are plenty of how-to's for core strengthening, none of the good ones are
performed while sitting in a chair.
(Source: The ARRL Contest Update for August 8, 2018)

A Straight Key Can Be a Quick Way through a Pileup
While competing for a contact with other stations in a pileup, you want your signal to
be distinctive, to stand out, and be easier to copy than other stations. There are a
number of ways to achieve this and the best one depends on the operator and pileup.
In a receiver pass band of computer-generated CW, artisanal hand-sent CW can
sometimes be enough of a differentiator to make it through before others.
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Remember, the objective is for the other operator to copy your signal quickly and
effectively, so make sure you're sending excellent well-formed elements.

ARRL Board of Directors' Committee Seeks
Input for Proposed ARES Strategic Plan
(Source: The ARRL Letter for August 9, 2018)

Following up on an ARRL Board of Directors directive at its July meeting, the Public
Service Enhancement Working Group (PSEWG) has contacted all ARRL Section
Managers (SMs) and Section Emergency Coordinators (SECs) seeking comments and
suggestions regarding the proposed ARES Strategic Plan, via an online form. The
deadline is October 31, in order to give the PSEWG sufficient time to review the
comments and suggestions, formulate any necessary revisions, and submit the
revised document to the Board for consideration at its
January meeting.
Created in 1935, ARES has undergone very few changes
over the years, while the agencies ARES serves have
undergone many. The PSEWG evaluated the ARES
program for 2 years and drafted several proposed
enhancements aimed at updating the program.
The ARES Strategic Plan introduces changes and a
platform for future growth. For many, this will represent
a major paradigm shift; for others, it will formalize many
of the requirements they have employed routinely for
several years.
An independent team of individuals experienced in ARES and emergency work from
across the US has reviewed the proposed plan. Their suggestions and
recommendations were carefully considered, and many were included in the plan
during its development.
Now, the ARRL Board wants SMs and SECs to have the opportunity to offer comments
on the recommended changes prior to implementation of the plan. While SMs and
SECs are invited to reach out to their Emergency Coordinators (ECs) for their
thoughts and feedback, formal responses must be submitted through SMs and SECs.
The PSEWG asks SMs an SECs to keep their comments respectful, concise, and on
point, and to keep in mind that the ARES framework must remain as close to
universal as possible, even while participants in some geographical areas may require
specific training that others do not need. Mutual aid pacts may require training
specific to adjacent jurisdictions.
Also, SMs and SECs are reminded that specific agency agreements and needs must be
honored. Those having concerns about a proposed new policy are requested to offer
alternatives.
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Christmas Party
(By John Knott, N4JTK)

It’s starting to feel a lot like……Summer still? Yes, I know, it’s still very warm outside
still and I want to talk about the Christmas Party.
This year’s Christmas Party is Saturday December 8, 2018. The location will be at the
Knights of Columbus, 5727 Cornelia Ave, Orlando, FL 32807. Doors open at 6PM.
Dinner is served at 7pm.
Members and 1 guest pay $10.00 per person. Non-Members are $25.00 per person.
Tickets will be available at the September, October, and November meetings only!
Please plan to attend a meeting to purchase your tickets.
We’ll also be a Toys 4 Tots drop off location. Please bring a small unwrapped toy.
More details as we get closer to the party.

We Need YOU!
Have an interesting amateur radio story to tell? Gone on an exciting DXpedition?
How about a QRP contact from a local park or the back yard? Share a latest
homebrew project? Participated in a ham related event that would be interesting to
our readers? You don’t need to be a professional writer, just send a basic text file
(with a jpeg or two would be great) and we can take care of the formatting for the
newsletter.
Send your stories to editors@oarc.org and it could be featured in an upcoming edition
of The Listening Post.
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OARC Meetings and Events
2018
September 5, Wednesday

Meeting – Mike Beers KA9ZRZ – Ham Radio
Hotspots

October 3, Wednesday

Meeting – Tim Duffy K3LR – WRTC 2018
Presentation

November 7, Wednesday

Meeting

December 8, Saturday

Christmas Party *** Buy Tickets Sep, Oct, Nov at
club meetings

December 5, Wednesday

No Meeting but Exams will be administered at
5:30pm at the Beardall Center
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OARC Membership Application

Make Checks payable to
Orlando Amateur Radio Club

Orlando Amateur Radio Club, OARC
Post Office Box 574962
Orlando FL 32857

To have your membership card mailed to you, please include a SASE with your check.

Date: __/ __/20__

[ ] Regular Member [ ] Family Member [ ] Associate Member
[ ] New Membership [ ] Renewal [ ] CMP

Name: _________________________________ Call ______________ Class ____________
Address: __________________________________________________
City ___________________________ State _______ Zip __________
E-mail Address (print) _______________________________________
(Home) Phone: _________________ (Cell) Phone _______________ Birth Month__________
Rates: Regular

[ ] 1 year $15.00

[ ] 3 years $40.00 [ ] 6 years $75.00

Rates: Family

[ ] 1 year $5.00 per family member Husband, Wife or Child under 18

Rates: Associate [ ] 1 year $15.00

Dues Total: __________

All Membership(s) will expire ONE year from date paid.
Other Club Affiliation:
Are you an ARRL Member: [ ] Yes

Name Badges:

[ ] No

White letters on Black background with Gold embossed OARC logo.

[ ] Regular 3” x 1.5” @ $10.00 each
Name: ___________________________________ Call ______________
All badges are to be picked up at the General meeting or add $2.00 for shipping & handling.
Shipping & Handling: [ ] Yes [ ] No
Badges ________ S&H _________ Total ___________
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